**ABSTRACT**

Reye’s syndrome is an infrequently diagnosed medical condition affecting mainly children. The etiology, epidemiology and natural history of Reye’s syndrome have been cloudily written in footnotes of medical books and exotic papers since the initial description in early 1950s. We report here a case of adult Reye’s syndrome associated with serologic evidence of parvovirus B19 infection.
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**CASE REPORT**

A 61 year-old white male was admitted to the ICU with loss of conscience. He reported a flu-like illness with fever and diarrhea seven days before admission. He also had type II diabetes, morbid obesity and arterial hypertension. The initial diagnostic hypothesis was transient ischemic accident (TIA) but the brain tomography showed only diffuse cerebral edema. Several blood tests were within normal range and the low Glasgow score prompted mechanical ventilation. Hemoglobin level was 16.8 g, leukocyte count 9,700, platelet count 56,000, AST 67, ALT 111, glucose 168 and prothrombim activity 41%. Treatment with manitol was initiated but increased leukocyte count (18,700) associated with decreased blood pressure (70 x 40 mmHg) required the use of empiric intravenous ampicillin, sulbactan and norephinefrine. Despite the initial low prothrombin activity, the patient had not shown any clinical (flapping, asterix or tremor) or imaging sign of liver failure. A brain MRI performed two days later did not add to the tomographic findings and a lumbar puncture revealed increased cerebrospinal fluid pressure (32 cmH2O) but was otherwise normal (3 cells, normal protein and glucose levels, negative Gram and Ziehl stainings and culture). Abdominal ultrasound remained was unremarkable but the persistent coma and increased AST, ALT and blood ammonia (all > 3 times the upper limits of normal) along with hypertensive CSF led to Reye’s syndrome diagnosis. A liver biopsy showed micro and macrovesicular steatosis with no signs of cirrhosis (Figure 1).
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A panel of serologic, antigenic and molecular tests (hepatitis A, B, C and D, HIV, herpes simplex, dengue, influenza A, rotavirus, ANA, anti-phospholipid, mumps, leptospirosis, salmonellosis, cytomegalovirus, Epstein-Barr virus and toxoplasmosis) turned out negative or compatible with remote infection. The first (day 1) parvovirus B19 serologic test (enzymatic immunoassay) showed IgG (0.95) indeterminate and IgM (1.5) positive. The second test (day 18) showed both IgG (1.58) and IgM (2.78) positive (sensitivity and specificity > 99%). However, PCR for parvovirus B19 was negative (day 12 sample). Despite improvement of his clinical condition, the patient developed sudden respiratory and cardiac arrest and died on day 22. No necropsy was authorized.

**DISCUSSION**

Reye's syndrome is an infrequently diagnosed condition affecting mainly children or patients younger than 35 years of age.¹ The etiology, epidemiology and natural history of Reye's syndrome remain largely unknown. The origin of the illness is unknown but failure of mitochondria function is thought to be the underline disorder.¹,²,⁵ More recently previously unrecognized metabolic disorders were suggested as possibly associated with some cases of the illness.¹,²,⁶ The patient here reported had Reye's syndrome according to current clinical and laboratory diagnostic criteria further confirmed by the liver biopsy findings. The absence of report of aspirin or other Reye's syndrome related drugs such as amiodarone, calcium hopantenate, valproic acid or diclofenac sodium¹,²,⁶ does not rule out such diagnosis. Furthermore, despite the strong epidemiologic association between drugs, specially aspirin, and Reye's syndrome controversy still exists about their real role in this syndrome.¹,²

Classically, Reye's syndrome has been associated with acute viral infections specially influenza B or varicella zoster.⁵ Moreover, a wide range of viral infections like influenza A, including H5N1 strain,⁷ parainfluenza, rotavirus,⁸ hepatitis A virus,⁵ dengue virus,⁹ among others have been described as possible trigger for the disease.

Although adult Reye's and Reye-like syndrome are both uncommon and under diagnosed conditions, anecdotal reports exist.¹,⁵ The oldest patient reported had 61 years old.³ The strong belief of Reye's syndrome as a children illness has probably been playing a role in delayed or missing diagnosis, possibly making the illness under reported.

This particular patient had serologic evidences of acute parvovirus B19 with positive IgM serology and no other identified infection. The negative PCR test in blood for parvovirus B19 did not rule out such infection since the tested sample was taken on day 12 of illness, considering the short time of viremia in parvovirus infection ranging from 4 to 10 days from the beginning of the infection.¹⁰

There is no previous reports of parvovirus B19 or any other erytrovirus infection associated to Reye's syndrome either children or adult, but we should be aware for this possibility. Reye's syndrome must be considered in non-pediatric patients since the population at risk for this condition is broader than usually believed.
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